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Bassist & composer Iris Ornig is one of the most original female voices on today's New York jazz
scene. Since her arrival in New York City in 2003 from Germany, she has played with an
impressive roster of some of the most influential contemporary jazz musicians in New York
including Gretchen Parlato, Ambrose Akinmusire, Joel Frahm, Kurt Rosenwinkel, Michael
Rodriguez, Rebecca Martin, Allison Miller, Sachal Vasandani, Helen Sung, Marcus Gilmore, Dan
Tepfer, among others.
Ornig is a gifted instrumentalist, a talented composer, arranger and a charismatic performer.
Her compositions are swinging, stormy, melodic, sensitive, playful, angular and straight-ahead with plenty
of twists and surprises.
Iris studied jazz and popular music in St. Gallen Switzerland and went from there to the well-known
Guildhall School in Music and Drama in London to establish her musical skills.
She has performed at jazz clubs and festivals all over the United States, Europe and East Africa. She can be
heard regularly at NYC’s top jazz clubs such as Blue Note, 55 Bar, Iridium, Zinc Bar and Jazz at Kitano. Iris
Ornig is hosting every Monday the jam session at Jazz at Kitano - one of the best jazz clubs in New York
City.
Iris Ornig finished her second album ‘No Restrictions’ featuring Kurt Rosenwinkel, Mike Rodriguez, Helen
Sung and Marcus Gilmore.

Iris Ornig’s quintet formation (trumpet, tenor, piano, bass and drums) has captivated listeners around
the world with its unique sound. Ornig successfully combines European tradition with the expanded
chord structures of modern jazz, blues inflections, improvised "riffs", swing rhythms, and call and
response. The result is hybrid & fascinating, with plenty of surprises.
Her sense of tone, melodies, rhythm, and musicianship are all impeccable. A true artist.
You can hear The IO-5 on a regular basis at the 55 Bar jazz club in the West Village in New York City.
The band consist of Jonathan Powell on trumpet, Jeremy Powell on tenor, Addison Frei on piano,
Allan Mednard on drums. All compositions by Iris Ornig.
Her new CD ‘Storyteller‘ is already the highest debut and biggest gainer at Jazz Week January 28,
2019.
"LOVE THIS RECORD 'Storyteller', especially all twists and turns, surprise beginnings and endings, conversations amongst your
characters… All essential elements of any good story told. Nine engaging tales here." - Gary Walker WBGO
“I love Iris Ornig's music. Iris is one talented artist. She has produced the album and has written all the songs. Usually that's a
recipe for disaster with many artists. But with Iris, she knows exactly what she's doing.” Jazz Wax - Marc Myers
“Taking jazz on a special journey here, her crème can't help but to rise to the top of the real jazz world. A totally tasty treat, this
set is a high water mark for current listening dates out to set new standards. Hot stuff.” Midwest Record - Chris Spector
“Iris is an icon to keep an eye on. If there were only 10 future females of jazz, we'd be happy with Iris on bass thanks.” - All About
Jazz - Fiona Ord-Shrimpton
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Iris Ornig Reimagines Michael Jackson King of Pop

Iris Ornig was a huge fan of Michael—and she still is! He was truly a master of his style of music, as well as a
supremely creative dance innovator.
Beginning of 2015 Iris decided to work on arrangements of Michael’s hit songs to honor his creative spirit
through jazz. She began to twist tunes, shift rhythms, explode arrangements and explore new harmonies.
It was a real challenge for her as a musician, composer and arranger. Her goal was to interpret Michael’s
music in brand new ways to honor the “King of Pop”, as a jazz artist.
Iris's intent is to interpret the music in new ways to honor "King of Pop" Michael Jackson, as only a jazz
artist can. She twists tunes, shifts rhythms, explodes arrangements and explores new harmonies. The band
consist of Jeremy Powell on tenor, David Smith on trumpet, Billy Test on piano and Ronen Itzik on drums.
‘Iris Ornig is able to accurately capture Jackson's ingenuity in crafting infectious melodies that also are
deceptively simple. Iris Ornig has infused Michael’s hit songs with a solid jazz sensibility and
improvisational rigor. Doing so she has not fallen in the trap many do when they reinterpret pop
music, namely creating insipid and safe atmospheric instrumentals. This is a superb effort that fuses her
respect for Jackson's artistry and her own creative energy without making compromises. (Hrayr
Attrarian – Jazz Journalist)
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Iris Ornig ‘The Songbook of Burt Bacharach’

Burt Bacharach and Hal David’s musical collaboration made pop history in the twentieth century. The
unique sounds of their music as shaped by performers like Dionne Warwick, Dusty Springfield, and The
Carpenters, made them pop music icons for over thirty years.
Bacharach was a huge influence on Iris Ornig. His pop stylings and her modern jazz compositions share
many of the same characteristics – unexpected harmonic structures, syncopated rhythmic patterns,
unusual phrasing, and odd, changing meters. Yet at the same time, the strong, simple melodies of their
tunes have a popular appeal that draws in the listener.
For her newest project, Iris Ornig honors Burt Bacharach and Hal David with her own spin on their classic
compositions. By putting the songs through a creative jazz filter, she brings new life to the music while
capturing the moods and stories of each one. Iris’s love of the Bacharach/David songbook is expressed in
every new twist of her inventive musical reinterpretations.
Her band consist of Jeremy Powell tenor, Dave Smith trumpet, Glenn Zaleski piano and Allan Mednard
drums.
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